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The Real MCTS SQL Server 2008 Exam 70-432 Prep Kit: Database Implementation and MaintenanceSyngress Publishing, 2009
SQL Server 2008 is the latest update to Microsoft's flagship database management system. This is the largest update since SQL Server 2005. SQL Server 2008 is a much more significant update than SQL Server 2005, because it brings increased ability to deliver data across more platforms, and thus many different types of devices. New functionality also...
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Spying Blind: The CIA, the FBI, and the Origins of 9/11Princeton Press, 2007
In this pathbreaking book, Amy Zegart provides the first scholarly examination of the intelligence failures that preceded September 11. Until now, those failures have been attributed largely to individual mistakes. But Zegart shows how and why the intelligence system itself left us vulnerable.

 Zegart argues that after the Cold War...
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The New Commodity Trading Guide: Breakthrough Strategies for Capturing Market ProfitsFT Press, 2009

	“I’ve been trading stocks and commodities for more than 30 years, and I’ve read any number of how-to books, but George Kleinman’s The New Commodity Trading Guide is as clear, precise, and useful as any book I’ve come across during my career. I cannot recommend it strongly enough, if...
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Cisco Networking EssentialsSybex, 2015

	Start a career in networking


	Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd Edition provides the latest for those beginning a career in networking. This book provides the fundamentals of networking and leads you through the concepts, processes, and skills you need to master fundamental networking concepts. Thinking of...
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Powerhouse Partners : A Blueprint for Building Organizational Culture for Breakaway ResultsDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
For any manager or executive committed to achieving business goals through effective strategic partnership, this book gathers successes of some of the world's leading companies to deliver a tool kit for shaping a partnering culture.

From the author who introduced the groundbreaking concept of Partnering Intelligence come the...
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Wireless Security HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2005
This book was written to give the reader a well-rounded understanding
of wireless network security. It looks at wireless from multiple perspectives,
ranging from auditor, to security architect, to hacker. This wide
scope benefits anyone who has to administer, secure, hack, or participate
on a wireless network. Going through this...
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Mechanical Trading Systems: Pairing Trader Psychology with Technical AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In 1987 my father and I purchased a seat on the New York Futures Exchange
for $100 and established a trading account with $25,000. The goal, he explained,
was to make $2,500 a week. Although this seemed like an extraordinary
annualized return on investment, I had heard of legendary traders
who had taken meager sums and...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Excel 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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Management in India: Grow from an Accidental to a successful manager in the IT & knowledge industryPackt Publishing, 2012


	Reading this wonderful book by Rahul brought back early memories of my career. It was nearly 15 years ago that I became a manager, almost by accident. Back then I had always prided myself in my creativeness and technical ability. I had this wonderful opportunity working for an exciting startup in the Silicon Valley with three other code...
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Combinatorial Algorithms for Computers and Calculators (Computer science and applied mathematics)Academic Press, 1978

	Since the appearance in 1975 of this work, the field of combinatorial algorithms has continued its rapid evolution. We have substantially rewritten several of the chapters in order to take account of theoretical or algorithmic improvements, and to clarify the presentation.

	

	The result has been that a number of speedups,...
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AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide: Specialty ExamSybex, 2018

	The official study guide for the AWS certification specialty exam


	The AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide – Specialty Exam helps to ensure your preparation for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty Exam. Expert review of AWS fundamentals align with the exam objectives,...
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide (6th Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
Put everthing you need to know about HTML & XHTML at your fingertips.  For nearly a decade, hundreds of thousands of web developers have turned to HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide to master standards-based web development.  Truly a definitive guide, the book combines a unique balance of...
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